P Squared ContactStuff Update Information

This file contains a list of changes that have been made to this release of the ContactStuff Application

You can check for the latest software updates, and obtain help and support from http://www.psquared.net/support/

Thank you for reading this information.
P Squared Development team.

For the latest information about Updates and known issues, please visit the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

v3.1.2

Previously you could not create, rename or delete Contact or Website Categories, there is now an option to Edit these Categories.

If ContactStuff is running on a computer with Multiple Profiles activated by Myriad v3 or Nexus v1 then ContactStuff now asks which profile to use.

Technical Note: The Graphics Engine has been upgraded to the new P Squared Common Graphical Controls v3.

v3.1.1

Initial Support for storing the Directory on a MS SQL Server has been added.

The following issues have been fixed in this release:
·	Some users were unable to Add Websites to the list and recieved a message about un-initialised Image Lists.


v3.1.0

ContactStuff is the new name for the P Squared Directory Manager

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

v3.0.14

This version contains support for Nexus v1 and improves the way backups are taken when the Manager is running simultaneously with other P Squared Directory enabled applications.

v3.0.12

This version contains several graphical updates to the Contact and Websites lists.

v3.0.11

When rearranging categories, you are now shown where you can and cannot move categories to. You are also prompted before the category is moved.

The following issues have been fixed in this release:
·	Several issues relating to blank passwords have been fixed - particularly when used with Security Keys
·	Users who did not have permission to modify categories (Web and Contact) could still rearrange the categories.
·	If you moved a category onto itself, it would dissapear.
·	After moving a category, the tree would collapse so you would have to re-expand to see the category you just moved.

v3.0.8

This product now uses a new type of database Locking called Record Level Locking when accessing the P Squared Directory. This mode allows more computers to access the same areas of the Database at the same time without showing messages about Locked Records. More information about this mode can be found by searching the P Squared Forums (http://forum.psquared.net) for "Database Record Locking Modes".  To start using this mode, you must first quit from all P Squared software on all computers running Directory Enabled applications (such as Myriad v3, Scoop v3 and Powerlog v4) and then restart the software as normal. As the first computer opens the database it will automatically enable the new mode which will then be used by all other computers automatically.

Users can now Login and out of the Directory manager using physical "Security Keys" This allows you to program 'Security Keys' which contain a users login details. Inserting one of these into a USB port on your computer will then log that user into the program, removing the need for them to remember login name and passwords.  For more information about these keys, please contact sales@psquared.net

In the Contacts list, there is a new option on the right click menu on Users that allows you to create a Security Key for them.

You can change which user you are logged into the program as without having to exit. There are 2 options on the File menu - Login and Logout.

The following issues have been fixed in this release:
·	If you sized the window to a very small size, the program would exit, and some users would have been unable to restart it.

v3.0.7

The Directory Manager now stores a user history of actions that users perform - such as adding/editing users etc. This can be accessed from the Tools Menu.

v3.0.6

First Public release

